ROTC Programs Seek Greater Relevance, Lose Students Amidst Credit Controversy

BY STEVE LEVENE

Courses like “The Maintenance of World Security” and “The Struggle for National Independence” are popular among Pennsylvania’s more than 30,000 ROTC students, but if you happen to be among the University’s male undergraduates enrolled in the Army ROTC program on campus, these courses and others like them are very familiar.

Despite the fact that the university consists of less than 5 percent of all Army ROTC students participating in Army ROTC, the requirements for the Army ROTC program on campus are the same as those for other universities.

One of the first things a student enrolls for is training. The student must be able to complete the training requirements for the Army ROTC program. The student may be required to meet a minimum of 40 hours of instruction at the Army ROTC program in order to be eligible for tuition grants.

The second year of ROTC training student might enjoy in the Army ROTC program is a continuation of training in the field of national security.

The problems plaguing the University’s graduate residence complexes do not exist in the Graduate Towers. Instead, they are part of the University’s graduate residence complexes.
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By CLAUDIA COWEN

Problems Plague Beleaguered Students Living in Unfinished Graduate Towers

The higher you go in the new Graduate Towers, the farther away you get from home. Ronald H. Sweeney, a student in the fourth floor of Tower A, said his apartment was located on the 16th floor of the building.

Sweeney, who lives on the fourth floor of the building, said his apartment was located on the 16th floor of the building.

The problems plaguing the University’s graduate residence complexes do not exist in the Graduate Towers. Instead, they are part of the University’s graduate residence complexes.
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Library Funds Pared In Budget Squeeze

By DON HORNITZ

The University’s overall black financial picture may be getting a strain on the book purchasing power of the University’s library. The library has budgeted to spend $380,000 in its allocation for books, which represents a seven percent decrease from $590,000 in last year’s budget in $380,000 at present prices.

John J. Fisz, assistant in the Provost, said the cut in library funds was part of an overall tightening of the University’s budget. He said that the cut in book purchasing funds “doesn’t seem to be killing us.”

Two Alumni Assume New Advisory Posts

By ANITA SAMIA

The ranks of the dean of students and university’s faculty were expanded to include new advisory posts for the students. The new posts were created in response to the university’s “effort to further cooperation between students and faculty.”
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A Colossal Mistake

BY DANA FOX

Imagine the perfect homecoming weekend: good food, a Penn Union concert, and the date you’ve been waiting for. Everything you need to really get into the swing of things at Penn. And... your parents in town for the weekend, too.

This scenario may face many students in the present state of campus events. The uncertainty about the state of the library and library staff unions puts the future of the library in question. One of the major concerns is the possibility of a strike, which could lead to a partial or complete closure of the library and library services.

The library budget squeeze is a significant issue. The overall library budget has gone up, but the per capita funding has decreased. The $30,000 increase was due to the hiring of new workers and a raise of $7500, down to a mere pay increase of 2.3%. The library workers have expressed their dissatisfaction with the current situation, as they feel undervalued and overworked.

The new library administrator, who has spent his first few months of the job, has decided to make some changes in an effort to improve the situation. He has been criticized for his actions, but the workers are hoping for a better future.

People take preference over salary, according to the library workers. The library should be a place where people can learn and grow, but it is currently a place where they are forced to work long hours for little pay.

The University Artistic Night, beginning at 7 tonight, will be held on Locust Walk and Annenberg Plaza. Representatives from all campus activities will be on hand to explain the workings and programs of their respective groups to prospective new members.

... WXM-FM-88.1 FM will begin broadcasting from its new headquarters, 50th Street Community Center, on Monday. The station will feature Phase II progressive rock, jazz, classical music, traditional folk music, University sports, and Free Black America (Freeze).

The Penn Players will hold their introductory meeting, Monday, 7 P.M., Houston Hall auditorium. At that time, information about fall classes in acting, directing, and production will be handed out. There will also be a special performance of The Frogs by Jean Anouilh, as part of the international workshop of the Penn Players.

AUCTIONS: All Penn Players productions for the fall semester will be held Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday of each week. The Whirly will begin at 11 P.M. in room E 12. Such auditions will be held Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday of each week.

The Documentary Film Series of the Annenberg School of Communication will begin on Sept. 28 and continue through Dec. 2. Performances will be at 7 and 8 P.M. The following films will be shown:

- On Oct. 12, "Unknown North" (1927) by Donald Barry and "Dead Words" (1964) by Robert Gardner.
- On Oct. 20, selected excerpts from "Gala Reading" Part 1 (1950-51)
- On Nov. 10, "Dead Words" (1964) by Daryl Berman:
- On Dec. 1, "in this Street" (1928) by June Anoush.
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Peter Conn Named To College Post  
By BEVERLY NARGO

Dr. Peter Conn, a member of the English department at the University of Pennsylvania, has recently been named vice dean of the College in charge of academic planning.

As vice dean, Conn will advise the dean of the College on issues that affect academics, selecting the areas to be studied by members of the College. In addition, he hopes to provide liaison between the students and the administration.

In his capacity as academic advisor to the dean, Conn will investigate matters such as grading, independent study, and individualized areas. He is presently involved with a study of the consequences of the pass/fail system. He is currently directing a seminar to gather student opinions.

The new vice dean said he is interested in speaking with College students to hear their concerns and ideas about their academic programs. In order to bring the concerns of the students into the administration, the new vice dean plans to hold a meeting with members of the administration, faculty, and students to discuss possible solutions.
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The new vice dean said he is interested in speaking with College students to hear their concerns and ideas about their academic programs. In order to bring the concerns of the students into the administration, the new vice dean plans to hold a meeting with members of the administration, faculty, and students to discuss possible solutions.
**Moral Evasion**

By HARRY DALTRY

Remember in high school when everybody joined an organization so that they could get into a good college. Good grades and plenty of extracurricular activities were said to be the keys to success, the magic answer to all of our problems. However, the golden key to success, the magic answer to all of our problems, was not just a way to assure that inspiring letter from Harvard (or maybe even Penn) was in the mailbox. It was also a way to assure that inspiring letter from Harvard (or maybe even Penn) was in the mailbox.

On May 20th, just two days before the shareholders meeting and after most interested parties had departed from campus for the summer, the University abruptly reversed its decision, announcing that it would not pursue the proxy battle against GM. The Investment committee's unexpected acceptance of the proposals, which were designed to increase faculty support, the Investment committee and the GM investment committee as well as its guiding principle of maximum profit regardless of social costs must be altered. The GM proxy battle, although unsuccessful, has set a precedent and in no way when young Republicans can support ecology action, more such challenges can be expected. And we must insure that the University does not arrive at the same decision through the same procedures, next time.

Last spring, when we editorialized strongly on behalf of the proxy proposals, we also focused our attention on the need for a permanent body, separate and distinct from the regular investment committee, to consider the social implications of investment policy. We also recommended that students, who would have little interest or expertise in the tedious work of the investment committee (or us, may say in public), could play an important role in a coordinate, socially oriented committee.

We still believe this proposal to be feasible and feel that it would provide a mechanism making apparatus capable of responding to the difficult questions raised in pursuing a moral investment policy. We urge the University administration and the investment committee to bring to the needed changes.

**High School Madness**

By JOHN RILEY

As taught by
Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous technique which allows each individual to expand his performance becomes absolutely necessary to classify as a "leader." And the present set of leaders are not leaders. Not leaders by any stretch of the imagination. The leadership of the student body is not the organization really have power. Nor is it merely the question of money, or the organization the leadership of the student mass. The leadership of the organization does have power, of course. But this power is not quite that simple. Not the power that the organization appears to have in the eyes of the organization's own members. But the leadership of the organization's own members. But the leadership of the organization's own members. The leadership of the organization's own members.

And soon, the traditional roles of leaders begin to crumble as the organization begins to take on the features of a subject group. The leaders have gradually taken on the features of a subject group. The leaders have gradually taken on the features of a subject group. The leaders have gradually taken on the features of a subject group.

Unfortunately, somewhere along the way, the organization is expected to do the same thing. The organization is expected to do the same thing. The organization is expected to do the same thing. The organization is expected to do the same thing. The organization is expected to do the same thing.

There is, of course, another side to the story. It says that if the students are really interested in the fact that the student body had overwhelmingly, we can't trust them to play our roles. If we can't trust them to play our roles, then they deserve to be screwed.

But it's not quite that simple. Not many people are willing to play the hyperactive games that are necessary to classify as a "leader." And the present set of leaders are not leaders. Not leaders by any stretch of the imagination. The leadership of the student body is not the organization really have power. Nor is it merely the question of money, or the organization the leadership of the student mass. The leadership of the organization does have power, of course. But this power is not quite that simple. Not the power that the organization appears to have in the eyes of the organization's own members. But the leadership of the organization's own members. But the leadership of the organization's own members.
GIRARD BANK IS ON CAMPUS.

With convenient, inexpensive checking accounts and full banking service.
At the University City Office, 36th and Walnut.
On Monday through Thursday from 9 to 3 and Friday 9 to 6.
Pennsylvania Shift
To Coed Ensemble

By Robin Lichten

The formerly female-choreographed organization known as the "Pennsylvania" has at last opened the gates of its Hill Hall abode to the opposite sex.

Newly christened the Pennsylvania Singers, the old male-only organization known as the "Pennsylvania Singers" has at last opened the gates of its Hill Hall abode to the opposite sex. This year's a-sexual auditions, some thirty new males (half of these tenors and baritones) have joined the mixed choir. Dynamic Director Susan Smith substrate all-coed status for the group as it holds 50 members.

The vocalists have also stressed that faculty and graduate students are invited to join them in staging a diverse program from folk music to Renaissance and baroque music, even Broadway arrangements and contemporary music on campus and in the Philadelphia area. Already, in this year's a-sexual auditions, some thirty new males (half of these tenors and baritones) have joined the mixed choir. Dynamic Director Susan Smith substrate all-coed status for the group as it holds 50 members.

The vocalists have also stressed that faculty and graduate students are invited to join them in staging a diverse program from folk music to Renaissance and baroque music, even Broadway arrangements and contemporary music on campus and in the Philadelphia area. Already, in this year's a-sexual auditions, some thirty new males (half of these tenors and baritones) have joined the mixed choir. Dynamic Director Susan Smith substrate all-coed status for the group as it holds 50 members.

The vocalists have also stressed that faculty and graduate students are invited to join them in staging a diverse program from folk music to Renaissance and baroque music, even Broadway arrangements and contemporary music on campus and in the Philadelphia area. Already, in this year's a-sexual auditions, some thirty new males (half of these tenors and baritones) have joined the mixed choir. Dynamic Director Susan Smith substrate all-coed status for the group as it holds 50 members.
MARRIED COUPLES in the Graduate Towers have been confronted with a unique problem - the lack of a double bed. Bulletin boards in the building abound with notes asking to trade two twins for a double.
Sports Could Make Fools of Experts

By PHIL SHINNEN

Bob Oldill gulped at the pages of yellow-tiled paper and his eyes flicked across his face. "This is a 10-year plan. I got a couple of days from Tom Hamill who was captain of the WWII Harvard squad, but the Quaker mentor reminisced. "I think it pretty well sums up our whole program this year." And he began to read the necessary survival words. "The championship is ours. The procession predictions for days of peace and prosperity are invariably frighteningly similar - a small, dedicated group of people..."

Coaching: John Yovicsin is one of the most successful coaches in Crimson history, having guided ten of his thirteen teams to winning seasons, three to a share of the Ivy League title. His won-lost percentage is .634, and his 71 victories (Penn has fewer among the Ivies) will make the task even more difficult.

Outlook: Having seven of nine games at home should help a little, but not nearly enough to compensate for the gross inexperience on the squad. Without a proven quarterback and with running threats like Ray Hornblower, Gus Crim, Farrell, Bill Heather, Joe Italiano, and Paul Adams (5-8, 180), and as given a split at speed on the Tom Milov, (6-1, 180) and Armas (5-10, 180), we're fighting for a first most part.

Defensive coordinator is the biggest question mark in Yovicsin's plans, and no news again is the evidence that the squad is superior. "Chris Fisher, Ed Flanagan (6-2, 220), and John Chizmadia (6-2, 180)... they'll carry a big load." Coach Fisher is a "coach's football player," is probably the most versatile of all. He worked his way to second-year scholarship as the finest kicking attack in the nation. He has a million dollar leg. With Eliot (5-10, 160) as the starter there for us," Odell called upon to fashion victories. Only three resulted then, and with less than "that individual's chances of contributing toward our program that

Sports Shorts

Assistant football coach CLYDE WYATT WING. before the season opened.

"In 1968, Washington's first and only losing season, it finished seventh in the league, but this year, as with every year, we have a strong squad," Odell said. "Our most versatile, Gary Farrell, who set the all-time Ivy League records in rushing touchdowns and 1,000-yard rushing and receiving. We have a strong squad. We have a strong squad."

On the offensive line, Dennis (6-3, 220), and Bruce Wood will compete for the tackle spot. Spencer Dietrich returns at halfback while Tom Miller should be the fullback if he remains healthy.

For the candidate of their choice. Naturally, students are most concerned with the election of a champion New York Jets, came to campuses. Wagner has recruited freshmen for the campaign of our program that

"Rick Mellor, Gary Farrell, and John Chizmadia... they'll carry a big load." Coach Fisher is a "coach's football player," is probably the most versatile of all. He worked his way to second-year scholarship as the finest kicking attack in the nation. He has a million dollar leg. With Eliot (5-10, 160) as the starter there for us," Odell called upon to fashion victories. Only three resulted then, and with less than

"At defensive back, Steve Schell, Jack Callahan, and Steve Ferch will be candidates. Tom Miller (6-1, 160) gives us the fourth member of our defensive backfield," Odell added.

"Bill Wagner (5-10, 200) is a pretty small man," Odell said. "He's not much of an athlete, but he's got a lot of physical ability, and he's probably the most versatile on the field."

"We've always had six who give us everything back, even when we're not."

Barn's Bench

Early Election Returns

By Jeff Rothbard

In the pre-election period of two weeks. Both campaigns plan to go ahead and play their scheduled games. Both coaches, Jake McGee and Jack McMillan, have two hours left to work with the candidates in the advertising. McCandless didn't anticipate any trouble with his personnel: "In any of our schools, this is not policy. We've always had players, whether they be quarterback or fullback, who have been enough to win games. The family comes first. Studies. Finally, football. An-nually, 150-200 alumni gather to play a game, and their teams always play for the best."

Booster coach Bill Schmid has sent a letter explaining the situation over the weekend. But the best thing he can do is to keep on working. And the results are going to be decided by the candidates."

Yovicsin feels that "the team is under the leadership of a coach this year." Assistant football coach CLYDE WYATT WING, before the season opened.
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